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is incorporated in all lessons or subjects taught, including
the subject of English, which is, of course, in Malaysia a
second-if widely used-language.
However, a review of the literature ildicates that the
infusion approach is fraught with uncertainties. Its success
is dependent on many factors, including the attitude and
behavior of teachers. teacher preparadon. and constraint
factors such as crowded syllabuses and shortage of time.
Thus, Suhailah (2001) has suggested implementing other
programs that have been successful in teaching thinking
skills to students. This study aims to explore two of
those-Philosophy for Chiidren and the Reader Response
program-and to assess their relative success in this regard.
The Reader Response approach is based on a literary
criticism model, and is widely used in language and litera-
ture progmms in the schools. In this approach, the reader
plays a prominent role in interpreting a text: she is seen as
an active participant in the creation of the meaning of the
text read. This departs ftom a traditionalist view, which
asserts that the interpretation of a piece of literature lies
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Introduction
ffleaching critical thinking in schools has become a
I necessiry. not only in Malaysia. where the research
I reoorted here took place, but elsewhere in the wodd.
Teachingistudents to thinkcritically has a very high
premium in education because it is considered to be directly
related to cognitive development. It is understood to
enhance ability in reasoning skills, logical skills and also in
reading and mathematics (Lipman, 1980; Reed, 1992). It
has been universa[ argued that critical thinking ensures
one's success academically and professionaliy (Abbott'
1997; Gelberg, 1993; Resnick, 1989).
Since endorsing this view of the importance of critical
thinking for students' overall development, Malaysia has
incorporated, in stages, critical thinking skills into schools
since 1989 (Suhailah, 2001). This is in line with the
Malaysian educational policy termed the National
Education of Philosophy (NEP). The NEP emphasizes
holistic education designed to produce an intellectually,
spiritually, physically and emotionally balanced character.
As such, philosophy acts as a framework for cuniculum
design and its practices. To promote intellectual
development, the Ministry of Education has emphasized
student-centered teaching methodologies uch as the
inquiry and discovery method, the Socratic method,
discussion in general, and project and group work. To
promote critical thinking skills, the strategy adopted is an
infusion approach, whereby the teaching of thinking skills
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within the text. On the contrary, the Reader Response ap-
proach proposes that the interpretation of a text is depend- .
ent on the interaction of the reader's background knowledge
and the text (the author's interpretation). The resulting
"response" is a dialogic product of the text and the reader.
The process of reading leads to discussion and further rea-
soning, resulting ia the creation of different versions of
meaning. Thus the program presumes to teach critical think-
ing through the reasoning process and discussion which
accompany learning how to critique a piece of literature.
The Philosophy for Children program (P4C) is a
thinking program which also uses stodes-stories
specifically written to raise important philosophical issues
in the readers' minds, which then form the topics of
subsequent discussion. The P4C novels are read il a group,
usually aloud, and the Socratic conversation which follows
explores various interpretations of the meaning of the text
as well as the philosophical issues which the text has
awakened for the readers.
It is interesting to note that the methodology adopted
in the Reader Response approach as well as the Philosophy
for Children (P4C) approach are those recommended by
critical thinking proponents. Some of the sffategies
recommended are: discussions of contoversial issues;
collaborative learning; metacognition; questioning
strategies (Socratic questioning, inductive questioning or
deductive questioning); the use of content-based language
termed immersion; relating or finding relevance in terms of
what students leam in the outside world so that they find
personal meaning; and lastly, leaming strategies. In the
Reader Response approach, the methodology adopted
includes questioning (Page, 2001), brainstorming, joumal
writing, the use of literature logs, group discussion and/or
responding to their peers' opinions or responses, role play
and displaying students' writing or oral response (Miller,
2002). P4C, on the other hand, stresses discussion,
dialogue, Socratic questioning, responding to peers'
opinions, collaborative leaming, reasoning, and debating
(Lipman, 1993).
Both approaches use reading materials whereby
students give various interpretation of the meaning of the
text read. This calls for active participation in the process of
leaming or giving opinions or interpretations or meaning of
what is read. Since both approaches involve reading, the
study also looked at the relationship between critical
thinkrng and reading skills. At the same time it aimed to
find which approach would improve students' reading
skills, as well as accommodate a reading-for-meaning
model.
Active involvement is essential to both approaches. Via
this active involvement, the thinking that takes place is
made expliclt and critical th.inking is promoted and
maximized. This agrees with the notion that critical
thinking involves participants daring to take risks in voicing
their opinions or interpretations on important issues in
ongoing conversations (Nussbaum, 2002)-for, as Langer
(1997) argues, the methods of instruction in the classroom
have a direct effect on the process of leaming and thinking
that takes place among learners.
Objectives of the Research
The general objective of this study was to explore the
strengths and limitations of two different teaching ap-
proaches in enhancing critical thinking in the English class-
room in Malaysia. It intended to determine if the two ap-
proaches improve students' critical thinking, and to assess
which of the fivo approaches is more effective in this re-
gard. Since readirg is involved in both approaches, this
study also looked at the effect of each approach on reading
skills, and, subsequently, the relationship between critical
thinking and reading skills. Thus the study aimed to answer
the following questions:
1. Is there a statistically significant difference in
means of the pre ald post tests for cdtical thinking
skills using the New Jersey Test of Reasoning
Skills (NJTRS) for each treatment group?
2. Is there a statistically significant difference be-
tween the Reader Response (RR) and the Philoso,
phy for Children Program (P4C) groups for critical
thinking?
3. Is there a statistically significant difference in
means of the pre and post test for reading skills
using TOEFL for each lreaiment group?
4. Is there a statistically significant difference in
means between the Reader Response (RR) and the
Philosophy for Children Program (P4C) for readhg
ski1ls?
5. Is there a correlation between the mean scores of
the NJTRS and the mean scores of the reading skill
acloss the two groups?
Methodology
The school selected for this study was a fully residen-
tial science school in a rural setting in Malaysia. The popu-
lation was homogenous, comprising Malay students who
had achieved good grades in the standard government ex-
aninations. for instance. the PMR Examination. Most of the
students were from the state of Selangor or Wilayah Perse-
kutuan and were from middle to upper income famrly
groups. The research design adopted was an experimental
one, which aimed to find out which of these two approaches
or treatments was better at fbstering critical thinking and
reading skills.
The population ofthe form fours (ages 12-13) in the
school was about 125 students and they were assigned in
five classes through convenience sampling. Subsequently,
to cary out this experimental design, two classes out of the
five were randomly assigned as the treatment group one and
two respectively. Treatment group one was the P4C group,
and ffeatment gmup two was the RR group. Each group had
24 students. Pre and post tests were given to both gloups,
resulting in quantitative data. Qualitative data were also
gathered in the form of students' joumal entries, obselva-
tion du ng the lessons, and teachers'journal entries. Before
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collecting the data, a pilot test was carried out to determine
the reliabiliry ofthe instruments used. The experimental.
study involved three stages. Stage one was the pre-test
stage, where the critical thinking and reading test was con_
ducted. The second stage involved giving the respective
ffeatment, which was carried out for 16 weeks. The third
stage was the post-test stage, where the two tests were car_
ried out again.
From the tests scores, the I test was run to determine if
there was a statistically significance mean difference be-
tween pre and post tests for each treatment and between the
two treafinents. For the t test, the significance level was set
at p < 0.05. In analyzing the data, a triangulation strategy
employing qualitative instuments was employed. Triangu-
lation was also used to sustain findings or conclusion drawn
from the quantitative analysis.
fnstrumentation
The P4C reading text chosen for use was lira (LiDman.
I 983 r. used lor grades 7 - g in the Unired Srares This novel
focuses upon ethical ald social issues such as fairness. lv-
ing and trurh reLling. Orher issues expLored include rhe
rights of children, job and sex discrimination, and animals,
dghts. The book comes together with a manual (Lipman,
I98l t in which are compiled the acLjviries thar couid be
carlied out or issues that could be discussed. The Reader
Response (RR) group used the Literature text recorrmended
by the Malaysian Ministry of Education (ZOO0): Setected
Poems and Short Stories for Form 4 Literature in Enplish
lor upper Secondory Schools.
The instrument used to measure reasoning skills was
the New Jersey Tesr of Reasoning Skills (NJTRS). This resr
was developed by Dr. Virginia Shipman, then a Senior Re-
search Psychologist at the Educational Testine Service in
Princeron. New Jersey rShipman. I9831. The resr had 50
multiple-choice items, representing 22 reasoning skills ar-
eas. It is a test of ability to reason, rather than a test on sci_
entific inquiry or on judgment. It is clearly and simply writ_
ten (its Flesch reading level is 4.5) atd its reliabihtv
t ranging lrom 0.84 to 0.9 I r compares favorably u ir'h other
thinking tests such as the Cornell Critical Thinkine and the
whimbey Anal),1ical Skills program. Since rhe:u5jects
involved were upper secondary forms, an adopted version
of TOEFL was used to measue reading skill.
Results and Discussion
Inferential statistics were employed to investigate if the
two groups were comparable in critical thinkins and
reading skills. Table I shows rhe resuhs of Lhe independenr
t test for means of the two groups on the pre test scores of
the critical thinking ability (NJTRS scores). There was no
statistical significant difference (Table 1) in the pre test
scores of both groups. Thir showed thar Lhe rwo grouos
were companble in rheir c rical thinking sUIls al the
beginning of the experiment, although RR has a higher
mean than the P4C group.
Table 1: Two-tailed t test between the fteatment groups for
the pre-test NJTRS scores.
Treat-
^ment N Mean 
'utro't t.o. r df p
uroups
P4C 22 33.68 -1.32 5 .37 .9t7 41 .365
RR 22 35.00 3.91.
Results of the independent / test on the reading skill
ability also revealed that the two groups were comparable in
their reading skills at the beginning of the experiment. As
shown in the following table (Table 2) there was no siqnifi-
cant statistical difference.
Table 2: Two-tailed t test between the treatment grouDs for
the pre-tesr TOEFL scores.
Treat-
ment N Mean lurrolT S.d. t dt p
Groups
P4C 20 35.22 0.76 5.21 4.28 43 .67L
RR 20 J5.45 6.b
To investigate the research questions involved in this
study, inferential statistics were also employed.
The result of a paired difference r test for the pre and
post tests (see Table 3) showed that there was a statistically
significanL mean difference for lhe reasoning skilLs in the
P4C group.  { r  =.993.  dt= 2t .  p  < 0.025; .  Therefore,  there
was adequate vidence to reject the null hypothesis (Ho).
Table 3: The pared difference t test for rhe critical thinkins
sl<ills of the P4C srouo.
r 'S igni f icants=0.025
On the other hand, Table 4 indicates that, rhere was
adequate vidence not to reject the null hypothesis (Ho) for
the Reader Response goup, (t = -.929, df =19, p > 0.025).
M.diflvtean
I
*l{fr, ::.or z.z;
Post  ts  qs
NJTRS "- ' - "
N S . d . r d f P
22 5.37 -2.993 21 .007+
22 5.21
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Table 4: The paired difference r test for critical thinldng Table 6: The paired difference r test for the reading skills of
sKlls of the RR group the P4C Group.
29
M.dif
rylean
I
N S . d . t d f P
Niin" :+.so 0.5
ffifl, ::+o
z0 3.99 -,428 19 .638
20 4.82
Thus, it can be concluded that there was no statistically
significant mean difference in the pre and post tests in the
critical thinking skills in the RR group. Only the P4C group
showed a si.gnificant difference in the improvement of criti-
cal thinking skills. The RR group also showed enhanced
critical thinkrng skills (mean diff 0.5), but the improvement
was not statistically significant.
An independent two-tailed t test was employed to
compare the two groups of the P4C and the RR for critical
thinking. It was also to determine if there were significant
differences in the critical thinking scores after undergoing
the teatment of the two approaches.
Table 5: Two-tailed t test between the featment groups for
critical thinkins.
The results of the t test (see Table 5) reveal that the
mean score in cridcal Lhinking was higher for the P4C
group than for the RR group. However, the null hypothesis
was not rejected, t (.42) = .336, p > 0.025. Hence, there is no
statistically significant difference in mean between the
Reader Response and the Philosophy for Children program
(P4C) approaches for critical thinking, although the P4C
group on its own showed a significant improvement as
revealed by the test on hypothesis one.
The results of a paired difference I test for the pre and
post test for reading skills in the P4C group is shown below.
Table 6 shows that there was adequate vidence to reject
the null hypothesis, Ho. This meant that there was a statisti-
cally significant mean difference for reading skills in the
P4C group, (;t = -3.253, df =22,p <0.025).
t l"un Mrdif N s.d. r d f P
22 .004*1 5 r t  , l q  , 1
I  t r E f L
Pnat
? ' 7  6 1  J ' \
TOEFL ' ' '- '
5.27 -3.253
4.27
'rSignificantct=0.025
However, Table 7 indicates that there was no signifi-
cant difference for the reading skills of the Reader Re-
sponse group, (t= -.69'7 , df = 19, p > 0.025). Therefore, the
null hypothesis, Ho, was not rejected.
Table 7: The paired difference / test of the reading sldlls of
the Reader Response Group.
Hence, it could be further concluded that the P4C inter-
vention was effective since it had enhanced reading skills
significantly. The RR inte ention had not.
An independent two-tailed t test was employed to
compare the two groups of P4C and RR for reading skills.
Table 8 reveals the result of the t-test.
Table 8: Two{ailed t-test between ffeatment groups for
reading skills.
'FSisni f icantd=0.05
Treat- M.difN Mean ^ - ; -  S.d.  L  df  P
MCNI I
P4C 23 3'7.608'7 3.228 4.2-719 2.352 42 .023
RR 2t 34.3810 4.8319
Table 8 shows the mean score for reading for both
groups. As shown, the P4C group scored higher than the
RR group. The t test also shows that there was sufficient
evidence to reject the null hypothesis (Ho), t (42) = 2.352,p
< 0.025. Therefore, it could be concluded that there was a
TO;FL 33.40 0.55
Post
TOEFL JJ'Y)
N S . d . r d f P
20 5 .97 - .697 19 .495
20 4.52
M.dif
ruean f
Treat-
menr N Mean 'u' ^o" s.d. t dI P
^ 1
LTTOUPS
P4C 22 35.954 0.5 5.2L4 .336 42 .738
RR 22 35.454 4.626
t_::Ew
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statistically significant difference in mean between the
Reader Response and rhe philosophy for Children proqram
{P4Cr in reading skill scores. p4C was shown ro be a b--ener
approach than RR for enhancing reading skills. This was
consistent with the results of tests of hypothesis three.
Table 9 shows the results ofthe co[elation between the
TOEFL and the NJTRS scores. The rcsults indicate a statis_
tically significant posirive linear relationship between think_
ing ability and reading abiliry rr = .5821. Thi resl showed a
significant correlation between thinking abilify and reading
ability for the P4C group.
Table 9: Correlation Table of post Reasonins Scores(NJTRS ) and Post Reading Scores {TOEFLI o} fte p4C
Group.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2_tailed).
Table 10: General Findings on Joumal Entries.
during class or raised in the text. In other words, the text
and class discussions determined the topic of ioumal
enries. Further evidence o[ rhe influenie of the terr was
that the enfties were episodic and had the question format
t)?ical of the P4C ret.
Another difference was found in the variety amons the
the P4Cjournal entries. There were examples of reflelting,
rationalizing, probing, wondering, and the relating what
was discussed r.l iLh happenings around school. Inrhort,the
The same was true for the Reader Response group, as
indicated in Table 9. There was a statisticallv sienificant
posiLive ljnear relalionship between rhese two viriables:
post- NJTRS scores and post-TOEFL scores. Therefore. it
could be concluded thaL there was a posiLive conelarion
betyveen reading ability and thinking abiliry in both the
treatment groups. This confirmed the assumption or prem_
ise that language abiliry is relared to thinking ability. Thus,
enhancing thinking skrlls would also improve reading skills
and vice-versa. The next section considers findings in the
quantitatlve data.
The qualitative findings from the students, iournal
entries howed that lhere were distinct differences in rhe
quantity and type of entries (see Table 10).
In the RR group, the opinions or arguments were related
to the story line of the literature, whiie in the p4C group,
the entries were philosophical in nature, for the topics ivere
related to ethical matters or philosophical issues discussed
NJTRS TOEFL
(Reasoning (Reading
Score) Score)
Post NJTRS Pearson Correlation 1.000 
.5g2*+
Significant (2-tailed) 
.006
N ?? ')')
Post TOEFL Pearson Correlation 
.592,t4 1.000
N 21 23
rrems KR p4C
l. Entries Short,brief entries Longer entries
About 7 entries per Ranged from 15 _ 20
student. Average entries per student.
word count per enfy Average word count
137. Each entry was per entry 370. Entries
based on the story were based on epi-
sodes of the text.
2. Style Majorify had nana- Tend to have question
trve, moralizing- followed by an_
class had discussion swer_based on text
but not transfered and pattem of discus_
sron held
3. Outlines Narratives, what Giving opinions, rea_
happened in the soning, discussions,
classroom, moraliz- probing and question-
ng, reacr to story, mg.
characters or lessons
held.
4. Discus- Lacking (no transfer plentiful discussion.
sions/ of Lhe classroom arguments and rea_
arguments discussion or argu_ soning. Transfer of
ment into thejour- discussion or arsu_
nal)
5. Variety Lack of questioning, Sufficient question_
reflection, meta- ing, reflection, meta -
cognitive,discus_ cognitiveawareness,
sion, argument aad and inference ofthe
probing.
6. Moral Affective re-
and brief.
ments in the class-
room was visible in
the entries
text, probing, discus-
sion and argument.
There was affective
low proficiency level.
judgment sponse-moralizing response_moralizing
7. lmprove- No gradual improve- Gradual improvement
ment ment-in fact some was visible especially
entnes superficial among students of
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P4C entries showed more evidence of critical thinking
elements.
The following are some examples of RR entries. pre-
sented as they were written:
. Today we learned something about the Necklace. It
told us about the story of a husband and a wife who
had a different perception. Then after that we had a
debate between the girls and boys entitled, "Is
Loisel a weak husband?"
. Yesterday, our EST class was a little interesting.
We, four Iman, have discussed and leamed about a
short story called "The Necklace." It a kind of
interesting story. It tells us about Matilda who had
Iost her friend necklace and repay it back with even
more expensive necklace.
As shown above, the RR entries did not describe the
classroom discussion. This contrasted with the P4C entries,
which were about the discussions held during class. The
following P4C joumal entries clearly show this:
r Then we discussed about, "Do we avoid doing
something because of consequences or because it is
set by law?" I think both of them are the reasons
why we avoid doing something. But people who is
more responsible will always think about
consequences even though it is not set by law. For
example littering rubbish in public places. h some
places, there are no signboards which said, "Do not
litter" we can do as we like but.. .
. Next we discussed why in Islam that the deads
were buried quickly even though his or her close
family who have to arrive late, wants to see his or
her face for the last time. After much discussion
and arguments, I came to the conclusion that in
Islam we have the concept of the soul. A Soul is
permanent and when the body is dead the soul is
trapped until the body is buried. So it is important
that Muslims bury the body as soon as possible so
that he (the soul) can go to meet his maker, Allah
s.w. t .
In the classes we observed the last of both groups
(RR15 and P4CP15)-the lessons held were in the form of
Socratic discussions, with the students seated in a circle.
Socratic discussion is a form of classroom talk that is
moved lorr.r ard by a series of lir ,ed questions. As a
qualitative aspect of the study, we analyzed the questions
and the events in the classroom in relation to the promotion
of cntical thinking.
Even though both lessons conducted ostensibly the
same sort of discussion, it was obvious that the P4C group
was student-led while the RR was teacher-led. In the P4C
group, a student was appointed to lead the discussion. He or
she informed his classmates of the purpose of the lesson,
determined the structure of the lesson, elicited responses
from his or her classmates, and nominated a fellow student
for a verbal response. The teacher sat behind the snrdents,
and participated at times. In the RR, the Socratic discussion
was teacher-led, and the teacher addressed the whole class.
He or she determined the flow of discussion, elicited ques-
tions, and did most of the probing for further meaning.
However, for both goups, the teacher concluded the lesson
or topics discussed.
Since the P4C class was student-led, the onus was more
on the students-- -especially the moderator-that on the
teacher to get the discussion going. This conffasted with the
RR class, which remained teacher-centered. In the P4C
group, students felt more responsibility to bring about inter-
action among themselves than between students and the
teacher. This was not so in RR, where interactiol among
students was not emphasized, for the lesson or method did
not give much opportunity to bring this about. In the P4C
lesson observed, there were two distinct foms of interac-
rion which rook place during the discussion-one among
students. and the other between the students and the teacher.
Both interactions were prominent features of this P4C class.
In the RR goup, interaction among students was not fre-
quent, and what exchanges there were, were short and few.
Secondly, there v/as a distinctly higher quality of cognitive
interaction among students in the P4C group than in the RR.
In the P4C classroom, pupils were involved in eliciting
questions from each other and determining the topic of dis-
cussion, after gleaning questions from the text that they had
read. In these arguments for what to discuss, elements of
critical thinking were obvious. Students were making judg-
ments, drawing from personal experience, linking ideas and
facts, and evaluating the contribution of their peers. In other
words, the students manifested reasoning skills, made criti-
cal thinking responses and assessments, and enquired col-
laboratively. Community of inquiry behaviors were evident
in eliciting opinions or posing questions for reflection,
countering opinions with arguments, or disagreeing with the
view points raised by their peers with relevant statements,
and justifuing judgments made. ln the RR groups on the
other hand, counter-argument emerged most typically in
differences of opinion between the two subgroups of boys
and grls. In all cases, the exchanges were brief and con-
sisted of short statements or incomplete sentences that were
not clear. The discussion tended to lack seriousness and
depth, each group arguing in adversarial mode, without a
concem to justify or even to give reasons.
The findLng: here showed rhat in the P4C Eoup'
critical thinking was enhanced when the students
themselves raised questions and thus became a community
of inquiry. Some of the characteristic ofthe nascent
community of inquiry observed here were the abllity of its
members to make relevant statements and to probe with
questions, to elicit questions or topics for discussion in the
form of questions, to draw on personal experience, to use
previous knowledge as evidence, to clarify ideas, to link
facts or ideas, to justify examples, and lastly to make
judgments and critical assessment.
Another contrastins Dattem was the number of
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elicitation acts (a question or statement which functions to
gain a verbal response ftom another speaker) in the pufils'
responses. The P4C pupils asked more questions of their
fellow classmates than did the RR. The P4C group asked 14
questions, while the RR group asked only 5.
The type of questions raised also differed. Table 11 and
Table 12 itemized the questions raised by the respectlve
goups. As shown in Table 11, the P4C group showed a
variety of questions posed compared to the RR grorp. The
questions raised by the P4C group were higherJevel, cogni-
tive (divergent) questions, unlike those raised in the RR.
Table 11: Questions raised by pupils during P4C class 15.
Qualitative data from teachers obseryation otes andjoumal entries noted a marked distinction between the two
groups in the structure of the lesson. The structure of the
P4C lessons was ritualized-that is, it had a set of
mandatory routine procedures involving three stages. The
first stage, reading, was followed by the next stage,
elicitation of questions. The last stage was group
discussion. In contrast, the structure of the RR lessons was
mixed, for there was vadety in its lesson plans. There were
role-plays, interyiews, a debate, a Socratic discttssion and a
tdp to the theater-all methods suggested by proponents of
the RR approach, and aimed to enhance students' response
towards literatr-rre. Although the underlying philosophy of
the RR approach is to eniance students' response to a
Iiterature text
Table 12: Questions raised by pupils during RR class 15.
1. (I|) the man can marry foff, why cal't the women
marry four?
2. Why don't you stay married with one? Why many an-
other
(the other one)?
3. She doesn't want to be shared. So how can you be fair?
4. Why you marry her in the first place?
5. How to be fair with one wife? Teach me how to be fair.
through their making their own interpretations, the critical
thinking element in such an approach comes through the
teacher's probing questions during the resPonse stage, or
through discussions throughout he lessons.
The activities carried out succeeded in eliciting student
responses, although the degree of response differed.
However, despite the good response at the initial stage
(especially during role play), the level of response could not
be sustained in the subsequert discussion. Questions from
the teacher or subsequent probing after a role-play, for
instance, were not keeniy answeted or even responded to at
all. At times, the teacher ended offering probing question
after question, sometimes with no lakers. This was
significant, for as explained earlier, the input of the citical
thinking element in Reader Response is exPected to come
from the teacher's probing questions during the response
stage and subsequent discussions or lessons.
The underlying principle of P4C is to enhance the criti-
cal thinlcing of its students through two approaches: leading
students to ask their own questions, and thereby create a
communiry of inquiry. This was carried out in this case
through the use of the text lisd, combined with the teacher
assuming the role of one of the community members, as
well as acting as a guide in the classroom discussion, and
helping to shape the formation of a community of inquiry.
For this, the role of the teacher in offering probing ques-
tions during the discussion was essential. ln fact, in both
approaches the teacher was seen to constantly probe the
students; the number of probing questions in each group
was almost equal. However, constant probing by the teacher
was not a guarantee that students would acquire the ability
to probe. In the RR group, student probing was not as fre-
quent as in the P4C group. In the P4C group, the students
probed increasingly thoughout the testing period, and were
seen to probe theft classmates especially in discttssions
when the student became the moderator. This occurred at a
later stage of the study, and conesponded to the $owth and
mrturar ion of  the communi ty  of  !nqui r1.
In general, depth and a seriousness of disctlssion with
classmates was observed more frequently in the P4C than in
the RR groups. The topics discussed and the lack of drama-
tization in the P4C lessons led to the more serious nature of
the discussions, while in the RR groups, role-playing either
by the teacher or the pupils enlivened the mood of the class,
which was an important trigger for pupils' responses, but
1. What can we get from this passage?
2. Why do people feel ashamed when they think about
their past?
3.  Do we feel  ashamed when we th ink of  the past l
4. Do we avoid doing something because ofthe law or the
5 .
consequences?
Can someone explain what this question (above)
means?
Are we afraid of the law ot are we afraid of the conse-
quences?
Can some one describe some of the things or events that
happened in the past that ernbarrassed you?
How do the girls sfudy to make it memorable?
How? (to make studying interesting). Give examples
Do you think it is good to have such a law? (refening to
a ban on chewing gum in Singapore)
So is the barbecue.. so why don't we have a law against
barbeque?
12. We have a right even to barbecue isn't it?
13. Will it affect the ozone layer? Will smoke really affect
the ozone layer?
14. Are you sure the smoke, the barbecue smoke doesn't
have CFC?
6.
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
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contributed to less depth of discussion. The P4C pupils
were also observed to elicit more questions from their peers
durilg class discussion. Elicitation of questions occurred
during the questioning and discussion stage tbrough either
teacher-pupil or pupil-pupil interaction. Elicitation of ques-
tions from and between pupils was of a lesser degree in the
RR group. Again more questions from pupils were raised
during specific types of lessons such as the debate, the role-
play lessons, the interviews, and to a lesser extent, the So-
cratic discussion.
The qLrestions raised in each group were highly
dependent on the text. This was obvious in the P4C group,
where students gleaned questions from the text or
backfacked to the text in order to explail something. As
such, the content matter and flow of discussion in the P4C
goup,were highly dependent on the text and its vadous
interpretation. As we have seen, the P4C text contained
topics pefiaining to ethical issues, but the discussion of
issues in the classroom depended on selection and
interyretation. In fact, the issues raised in the P4C
discussions cut across all disciplines-including morality,
civics, science and technology, mathematics, social
analysis, personal development and the environment. ln the
RR group, students were seldom seen to refer or backtrack
to the text for any questions, which came mostly from the
teacher. Even then, the questions raised were related to the
story line of the piece of Literature discussed. Thus, the t)?e
of discussion was dependent on the approach.
The types of questions raised in each group differed as
well. Those raised in the P4C group were more diverse.
Some of the topics were related to moral rights and the
sense ofjustice, and this influenced the type of discussion
that followed. The questions raised in the RR group focused
around the story line of the literary piece. They also in-
cluded questions about events, characters or the setting of
the story. It was also observed that the RR students rarely
had difficulty in answering the questions raised, whereas in
the P4C lessons, the students took time to reflect on ques-
tions, posed by themselves, for which there was no clear
answer. The higher cognitive level of the questions raised in
the P4C group is evident from an examination of those
listed in Tables 11 and 12. Nor was there any doubt that the
t)?es of questions raised affected the nature of the discus-
sions that followed.
As is clear from the literature review undertaken for
this study, the community of inquiry is essential to the P4C
methodology in fostering critical thinking or awareness.
However, in this study, evidence of the formation of com-
munity of inquiry behaviors and dispositions was only de-
tected at the later stage-particularly in fourteenth, fifteenth
and sixteenth lessons. In fact, three stages of development
were observed over the course of the P4C lessons. The ini-
tial stage lasted from the frst through the twelfth lessons, a
transition state was evident in the thirteenth lesson, and the
third stage-the nascent stage of the community of in-
quiry-emerged in the fourteenth through sixteenth lessons.
During the initial stage, the discussion was teacher-led,
and the latter played a central role in guiding the discussion.
The students were relatively passive, participation was lack-
luster, and there was a tendency for chorus response from
pupils, or a one-word response after being probed individu-
ally. Often the responses came from the same persons, typi-
cally the average or high-achievers. The low achievers re-
sponded cutly (one word response) when the teacher delib-
erately probed them. Thus, up until the twelfth lesson, no
community of inquiry was detected. Because of this, the
teacher decided to appoint a student as a moderator during
the thkteenth lesson, and subsequently the students' partici-
pation increased as the discussions became student-led.
However, the teacher did not participate in these discus-
sions and all, and as a result, there was some confusion, and
the students' arguments tended to be ambiguous and vague.
From the fourteenth to the sixteenth lesson, the teacher be-
came involved again, and it was at this point that signs of
community of inquiry were detected. Negotiation of mean-
ing was observed between students, moderator and teacher
during the discussion. Because of its late formation, we
have characterized this form of community of inquiry
formed as nascent. During this stage two types of interac-
tion were observed-student-student and students-teacher.
It was also observed that students began to relate what was
being discussed at the moment to previous topics. In the
previous lessons, only the teacher had been doing this. In
this stage, the responsibility for initiating and maintaining
the discussion going was on both the students d/xrl the mod-
erator.
While community of inquiry behaviors and disposi-
tions were obseryed in the last sessions of the P4C group,
none were observed in the RR $oup. The discussion was
teacher-led thiorghout, and student participation dudng
discussion was generally lacking. As stated earlier, students
responded well during role-play, but their enthusiastic re-
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sponse could not be sustained uring the discussion stage.
No student-student interaction was obselved, and the re-.
sponsibility for moving the discussion forward was cleady
considered to be the teacher's. Similar observations were
made dudng the initial stage of P4C lessons.
Conclusion
There is no doubt that, comparatively speaking, the
P4C methodology enhanced students' critical thinking more
than the RR. The critical contributory factors were the qual-
ity of discussion, the emphasis on developing one's own
questions, and the character of the text. The latter was a
story in which were embedded philosophical issues, and the
characters of the story were about children who were them-
selves thinking critically, and thus represented role models
for the students. The philosophical issues embedded in the
text were often picked up by the students and formed the
raw material for their questions, which then became the
source for in-depth discussion. In other words, the text
guided the class in what to discuss and how, and the elicita-
tion of questions was the preparatory stage or impetus for
subsequent discussion. This explains the result of the /
test-a statistically significant difference in the pre and post
test skills in the P4C goup but not in the RR group. That is,
the P4C interuention was effective in significantly enhanc-
ing critical thinking skills, while the RR was not so effec-
tive.
However, a comparison between the two approaches
shows that improvement in critical thinking skills was not
significant in either. The qualitative findings suggest hat
community of inquiry understood as a set of dispositions
and behaviors was still in the nascent stage in the P4C
group, suggesting a reason for the absence of significant
improvement in critical reasoning skills in the latter. This is
understandable, given the importance which the literature
attributes to the pedagogy and group process of community
of inquiry in promoting these skills.
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